Name ________________________
Date Due __________ Period _____
Critical thinking and sewing go hand in hand! All of the actions described in the very definition of critical
thinking can be applied to the art of sewing. From the planning stages to the final stitch, critical thinking must
come into play if you wish to have a successful outcome.
Math comes into play when you're measuring to choose the correct size or when you're sewing seams of your
garment. Math is everywhere in the sewing process, and you can't avoid it by simply opting for consumer
math, instead of calculus.
Taken from The Intersection of Sewing, Critical Thinking Skills, and Math
talesofawannabeseamstress.blogspot.com/2011/08/intersection-of-sewing-critical.html
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Directions: Match each measuring tool above with its name. Print letter clearly on line provided.

_____ Tape Measure

_____ Yardstick

_____ 2” Sewing Gauge

_____ Needle Plate

_____ 6” Sewing Gauge

Directions: Convert Inches to Yards, 36” = 1 yard. Print reduced fraction clearly on line provided.

4.5” = _____ yd

9”

= _____ yd

18” = _____ yd

12” = _____ yd

54” = _____ yd

72” = _____ yd

27” = _____ yd

Directions: Identify the measurement for each letter on the above ruler. Write answers as reduced
fractions. Print answers clearly on line provided.
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A _________”

B _________”

C _________”

D _________”

E _________”

F _________ “

G _________”

H _________”

Directions: Find the distance between letters. Write answers as reduced fractions. Print clearly.
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C to E _________” G to H _________” B to A _________” B to G_________”
D to A _________” D to G_________” F to G _________” B to F_________”

Directions: Read each story problem carefully. Show your work. Print clearly.
1. Abe needs 13.5 feet of fabric to make a bedspread. How many yards does he need? Show your
work.
___________________________________________________________________________
2. Amy is making pillows to decorate her bed. She is going to make three, square pillows that are
each 2 feet by 2 feet. She wants to use the same trim around each pillow. How many feet of trim will
she need for all three pillows? Show your work.
_____________________________________________________

	
  

